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YALSA Quick Pick out Award Winner #1 NY Times BestsellerThe treatment for the common
mani!Black Lace. Summer time Citrus. Get ready for nails which will get you noticed! Scorching
Pink Zebra. Packed with easy-to-follow instructions and helpful tips for recreating
Catherine'Catherine Rodgers, creator of the favorite nail art YouTube Channel Totally Great
Nails, shares her secrets in DIY Nail Artwork.s stunning looks, you may create one-of-a-kind nail
art styles without ever stepping inside a nail salon.Inside this colorful information to all things
nails, you'Filled with step-by-step photographs so that you can nail your look every time, DIY
Nail Art could have you saying goodbye to the nail salon--and hello to fashion-forward nails
at home!ll get seventy-five eye-catching designs including never-before-seen styles like Argyle,
Light Burst, and Spiderweb Nails.
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Great Guide! I am not used to the nail artwork world and love how easy the step-by-stage
instructions are to check out! Im enjoying the learning process a lot more! Vibrant Designs, Easy-
To-Follow I got this book as something special for somebody who is often doing her nails (thus
much that of her friends ask her to accomplish theirs! The photos are fairly clearly of a young
person's (good!Overall, I would suggest it for beginners as a good place to begin.THIS BOOK
IS ACTUALLY PERFECT FOR YOUNGER GIRLS WHO WISH TO LEARN NAIL ART . The layout and
photos are fantastic! I've used this reserve countless times, sometimes changing the colors up to
my very own style, but I could honestly say that I have used every style in here and I would
obtain this seller over and over along with the author!My just complaint is that for me the book
physically looks like it would be larger online but it's very much smaller in actuality-I was really
amazed. THANKS FOR READING , BYE. Each one of the designs gives detailed step-by-step
instructions and pictures. Very easy. I purchased this as the Kindle edition and had no
problems looking at it on my Kindle and android phone.My just complaint--and the reason I
actually didn't provide it 5 stars--is that most of the designs are either too childish for my
preferences or too loud and flashy. I MYSELF FOUND THE DESIGNS Fundamental, VERY
ORDINARY, YET EASY FOR Newbies AND YOUNGER NAIL ART INTHUSISTS. I love the easy step by
step instructions with big color images, and many of the designs look really cool!Having said
that this reserve did give me a good knowledge of several basic techniques so I can now
attempt my own designs more suited to my preferences. While gems could be fun, for me
personally they aren't that reasonable on a daily basis, and I like that book just involves nail
polish. "GREAT FOR BEGINNERS" "GREAT FOR BEGINNERS" We PURCHASED THIS BOOK TO MAYBE
GET SOME GOOD IDEAS AND Stretch out THE IMAGINATION FOR THE NAIL ART I DO ON MY
NAILS AND ON MY GRANDDAUGHTERS ' NAILS . I purchased this book as something special, but
I had an opportunity to look over it before I wrapped it. It had been so detailed and beautiful
that I cannot imagine who wouldn't love looking at all the designs. The styles are all pretty
clearly geared toward a younger rather than a mature audience, as is seen by the nail
artwork itself. My 13-year-old granddaughter loved it! Exceptional DIY nail art for each and
every level painter! Recommended! This is an excellent book for DIY nail painters. It has a large
amount of great ideas along with excellent step-by-step guidelines on how best to do those
guidelines. It even lets you know what will be necessary for that particular design. It includes a
great and innovative variety.The book is well crafted and was edited well. Ideal for a
teen/preteen audience This is likely to be a Christmas present for my 10 year old, who's getting
way into doing her nails. I don't paint my nails, but I was tempted to go out and purchase a
nail brush merely to do a number of the designs!) and I liked that it is all about painting your
nails and doesn't involve fancy stuff like gems, etc.) attempt at the designs, which is definitely a
bonus provided who the recipient can be. I needed styles that are even more adult in style,
classy and elegant for the work place instead. Detailed and beautiful to look through!Each
page is dedicated to a fresh design with easy-to-follow methods. I only liked three or four of
the designs from the 75 presented. I'LL KEEP THIS Publication BECAUSE I DO Have got 5
GRANDDAUGHTERS WHO I WOULD LIKE TO SOON Perform THEIR OWN NAILS , AS FOR THE Even
more TALENTED NAIL Artwork GALS , THIS Publication IN MY OPINION WOULD NOT BE VERY
USEFUL. Great for Beginners I simply started doing my nails and this was an excellent beginners
reserve, gave me some very nice tips and ideas. fun for beginners I like this reserve its easy and
fun to check out however the "looks" in the reserve are kind a of kid like not adult. I was seeking
to utilize it as a reference and it certainly does help showing you step-by-step nail art. but
some images she didn't clean her fingernails after so there is excess nail paint around the nail



just one of my pet peeves. Five Stars quick delivery, no problems, thanks. My nieces love it so it
does its part! Loved it 5 ? Five Stars Therefore many great and inspiring ideas with perfect
instructions. Girlfriend Approved I bought this publication for my girlfriend and she seems to
really like it. This for girls This book is not what I wanted is more for little girls that way the 3?
Two Stars Not really helpful. Overall the book does show you step by step that is user friendly.
Three Stars the nailers here is ok
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